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ABSTRACT: ISCCP continues to quantify the global distribution and diurnal-to-interannual variations of cloud properties

in a revised version. This paper summarizes assessments of the previous version, describes refinements of the analysis and

enhanced features of the product design, discusses the few notable changes in the results, and illustrates the long-term

variations of global mean cloud properties and differing high cloud changes associated with ENSO. The new product design

includes a global, pixel-level product on a 0.18 grid, all other gridded products at 1.08-equivalent equal area, separate satellite
products with ancillary data for regional studies, more detailed, embedded quality information, and all gridded products in

netCDF format. All the data products including all input data, expanded documentation, the processing code, and an

operations guide are available online. Notable changes are 1) a lowered ice–liquid temperature threshold, 2) a treatment of

the radiative effects of aerosols and surface temperature inversions, 3) refined specification of the assumed cloud micro-

physics, and 4) interpolation of the main daytime cloud information overnight. The changes very slightly increase the global

monthlymean cloud amount with a little more high cloud and a little less middle and low cloud. Over the whole period, total

cloud amount slowly decreases caused by decreases in cumulus/altocumulus; consequently, average cloud-top temperature

and optical thickness have increased. The diurnal and seasonal cloud variations are very similar to earlier versions. Analysis

of the whole record shows that high cloud variations, but not low clouds, exhibit different patterns in different ENSOevents.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: This paper reports on the evolution of the research goals and satellite cloud data

products produced by ISCCP, a long-term international project, which is now fully operational. The growing length of

record with 10-km and 3-h sampling makes possible studies of cloud variations from diurnal-to-weather scale (cloud

process scale) to climate variation scale. In particular the length of record includes many examples of ENSO and is

beginning to encompass the slower modes of ocean variation, allowing studies of the role of cloud feedbacks in coupling

the atmosphere and ocean circulations.
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1. Introduction

ISCCP was established in 1982 as the first project of the

WCRP to 1) organize and modify satellite observations to

make them easier to use for cloud research, 2) stimulate re-

search on satellite cloud retrievals, and 3) produce a global

cloud climatology to advance understanding of the role of

clouds in Earth’s radiation budget and hydrological cycle and

to improve cloud process representation in climate models

(Schiffer and Rossow 1983).

The first objective was accomplished with the production of

the ISCCP-B3 radiance dataset. The B3 data provided reduced-

volume satellite radiance images sampled at 30 km and 3 h in-

tervals from (almost) all of the operational weather satellites

in a common format with Earth-location and satellite view

and solar illumination geometry for each image pixel. A

common absolute calibration was applied to B3 data to pro-

duce ISCCP-BT data, for the infrared window (IR; 10.5mm)

and visible (VIS ; 0.65mm) channel radiances (Schiffer and

Rossow 1985). Data collection began on 1 July 1983; the B3

data cover the period through December 2009. An additional

higher-resolution version of the radiance images, sampled at

10-km and 3-h intervals (called ISCCP-B1), was also col-

lected and continues to this day; the associated location and

angle information has been added (this version is called

ISCCP-B1U; Knapp 2008b) and calibration refined (called

ISCCP-HBT data; Rossow and Ferrier 2015). Figure 1 il-

lustrates the longitude coverage at the equator of the col-

lected B1U data for 1983–2020 from 36 geostationary as well

as 15 polar-orbiting satellites.

The second objective—to stimulate cloud research—was

achieved by organizing a series of six international workshops

from 1982 to 1986 to evaluate available methods for detecting

clouds in satellite data (Rossow et al. 1985). The results sup-

ported the development of the ISCCP cloud detection method

that combined the available approaches (Rossow and Garder

1993a,b; Rossow et al. 1993). This objective also included en-

couraging improvements in the retrieval of physical cloud

properties supported by an international series of field exper-

iments from 1986 to 1994. The results from many of these

studies were the basis for a revision of the ISCCP cloud re-

trievals, especially the introduction of an explicit treatment of

ice clouds, to produce a second version of the cloud products,

ISCCP-D. Work on this objective continued with the Cloud

Assessment by GEWEX (Stubenrauch et al. 2013), which,
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together with results from a number of new satellite instru-

ments flown in the late 1990s and 2000s, formed the basis for a

third version of the ISCCP products described here, ISCCP-H.

The third objective—production of a cloud climatology—was

fulfilled by producing a dataset that reported cloud amount, top

temperature/pressure, and visible optical thickness, together

with space–time variation statistics, including cloud-type infor-

mation and cloud property histograms. The first version of the

cloud products, ISCCP-C, was initially released in 1988 and

completed in 1992, covering July 1983–June 1991 (Rossow and

Schiffer 1991). That the ISCCP cloud products could be used to

determine relatively accurate top-of-atmosphere (TOA) and

surface radiative fluxes was demonstrated (Zhang et al. 1995;

Rossow and Zhang 1995). In the mid-1990s, the radiance cali-

brations were revised, and the cloud property retrieval model

was improved to include a treatment of ice clouds in ISCCP-D,

which was first released in 1996 (Rossow and Schiffer 1999) and

eventually covered July 1983–December 2009. The improved

cloud properties, together with more information about cloud

vertical structure (Wang et al. 2000; Rossow et al. 2005a), pro-

vided improvements in derived TOA and surface radiative

fluxes, together with estimates of flux profiles (Zhang et al.

2004). Initial investigations of cloud processes (hydrological

cycle) began, in particular, using Lagrangian compositing (e.g.,

Machado et al. 1998; Luo and Rossow 2004; Polly and Rossow

2016) and the concept of ‘‘weather states’’ defined by charac-

teristic mesoscale patterns of the joint distributions of cloud-top

pressure and optical thickness (e.g., Jakob and Tselioudis 2003;

Tselioudis et al. 2013, 2021).

The continued evolution of cloud studies (see section 2c)

and advances in satellite cloud measurements has led to a shift

of project objectives to emphasize more the study of cloud

processes, especially precipitation, and the longer-term climate-

scale variations. The former requires increasing the resolution

and detail of the cloud products and the latter requiresmore care

to reduce artifacts in the record that is now growing longer than

35 years. To better address these newer goals and to provide

for extending the length of record, the third version, ISCCP-H,

has been developed and all of the processing made completely

operational (Young et al. 2018).

The increase in resolution and detail is made possible by

shifting the ISCCP analysis to the ISCCP-B1U radiance col-

lection (Knapp 2008b). This change allows for results to be

reported at 18 map resolution instead of 2.58. The normaliza-

tion of the radiances to a common standard has been made

more statistically robust by enhancing the approach suggested

by Inamdar and Knapp (2015). Two new products have been

developed, one a global, pixel-level product on a 0.18 equal-
angle map grid, more useful for process studies, and the other a

gridded version with ancillary data separately for each satellite,

more useful for regional or field studies. The time sampling

interval of the new products remains at 3 h, but the reengineered

processing software is now publicly available and has been

designed to allow for processing any version of the same ra-

diance imaging data at any spatial sampling # 30 km and any

time sampling interval # 3 h.

Some artifacts in the first two versions of the products (see

section 2b) were introduced by inhomogeneities in the ancil-

lary products used in the analysis. Improved record homoge-

neity (climate quality) of the new ISCCP-H has been achieved

by introducing more stringent quality checking of the radiance

images and by replacing all of the ancillary products with

newer, more uniform, and higher quality products now avail-

able that cover the same time period as ISCCP.

To continue ISCCP, and as a pathfinder for building up a

global satellite information system (Rossow and Bates 2019),

the ISCCP processing has been moved from research-to-

operations (R2O). The ISCCP-H products now cover July

1983 through June 2018 and will continue to be produced by

the same international cooperation of the operational weather

satellite operators (see section 3e) with the product processing

being carried out at NCEI. The documentation of the design of

the processing system has been extensively updated and im-

proved in detail: the Climate—Algorithm Theoretical Basis

Document (C-ATBD; Rossow 2017) and a user’s guide are

available online (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/atmospheric/

cloud-properties-isccp).

This paper describes the new ISCCP-H products (see also

Young et al. 2018) in the context of assessments of the pre-

vious ISCCP products. Section 2 provides a brief summary of

FIG. 1. (left) The variation (in color) with time of the longitude

coverage at the equator by individual geostationary weather sat-

ellites from 1979 to 2020. (right bars) The corresponding variation

in time of polar orbiter coverage in the ‘‘afternoon’’ (NOA) and

‘‘morning’’ (NOM) orbits.
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evaluations of the ISCCP-D, and section 3 summarizes the

changes made to produce the ISCCP-H. Section 4 gives an

overview of the new results to emphasize that they represent

generally small refinements of the ISCCP-D but to also de-

scribe the most notable changes. Section 5 concludes with

some comments about the future.

2. Assessments of ISCCP-D

a. General assessments

Rossow and Schiffer (1999) reviewed assessments of

ISCCP-C, described results from research, field experiments

and other new satellite measurements that led to ISCCP-D,

and provided a preliminary evaluation of the ISCCP-D

covering the period 1983–97. Doutriaux-Boucher and Seze

(1998) provided an early evaluation of the differences be-

tween the C and D versions, which mainly reflected both the

smaller detection thresholds over land and the effects of

treating ice clouds explicitly. Marchand et al. (2010) docu-

ment the differences of cloud-top height–optical thickness

histograms from collocated scenes for especially difficult

cloud types (marine stratus under strong temperature in-

versions, broken cumulus, and thin cirrus overlying low-

level clouds) to evaluate the cloud retrievals in ISCCP-D,

MISR, and MODIS. Stubenrauch et al. (2013) summarize a

much larger report (Stubenrauch et al. 2012) of comparisons

of ISCCP-D with 11 other global cloud products, conducted

under the auspices of the GEWEX Data and Assessment

Panel [GDAP; formerly the GEWEX Radiation Panel

(GRP)]. In Table 1 we list the range of global mean cloud

property values from the 12 data products in the GEWEX

Assessment, the average ISCCP-D values for 1983–2009,

and the averages for the new ISCCP-H for 1983–2018 (which

differ little from averages over 1983–2009). The variations

of clouds relative to their global averages with location,

season, and height of all these data products, generally ex-

hibited better agreement than the global averages, except in

the polar regions and where specifically discussed below.

The range of global cloud amounts (CA) among the

products in the GEWEX comparison depended mostly on

instrument sensitivity, where the smaller values are obtained

by the imagers and the upper limit is obtained from the most

sensitive detector, the CALIPSO lidar (CALIOP) (Winker

et al. 2009). CALIOP also finds the most high-level and least

midlevel cloud amounts (0.51and 0.11 relative to total cloud

amount, respectively). The sounders find high-level amounts

comparable to the lidar; while the imagers (including ISCCP)

find more midlevel cloud amount than the sounders and lidar

(although the sums of the relative amounts of high- and

midlevel clouds are more comparable to the lidar results). All

three types of instruments get about the same (absolute)

amounts of low-level clouds (see Fig. 1 in Stubenrauch et al.

2013). Different thresholds for identifying cloud phase led to

the sounders finding relatively less ice cloud than the imagers,

even though the latter have relatively less high-level cloud

than the sounders (cf. Fig. 3.2.1 in Stubenrauch et al. 2012).

ISCCP-H has slightly more high-level cloud (less middle and

TABLE 1. Summary of global cloud properties from the ISCCPD version and H version for the periods indicated compared to range of

values reported for the 12 data products in the GEWEX Cloud Assessment (Stubenrauch et al. 2012). All parameters are reported

averaged over all clouds, for low (L), middle (M), and high (H) clouds regardless of phase and for liquid and ice clouds (liq and ice)

regardless of cloud-top pressure. CA are shown relative to the total cloud amount with the absolute values in parentheses. TC are in

kelvins, and TAU are unitless. Since the grid-averaged TC and TAU values are interpolated over the nighttime but the cloud-type values

are not, averaging over the month produces a difference between the grid-averaged cloud properties and the weighted average of the

cloud-type properties. The values of cloud-type properties shown in the table have been scaled to remove this difference.

Property GEWEX ISCCP-D ISCCP-H

Range 1983–2009 1983–2018

CA 0.61–0.73 0.66 6 0.015 0.64 6 0.028

CAH/CA 0.22–0.55 0.33 (0.22) 0.36 (0.23)

CAM/CA 0.11–0.28 0.29 (0.19) 0.28 (0.18)

CAL/CA 0.26–0.42 0.38 (0.25) 0.36 (0.23)

CAliq 0.28–0.72 0.51 (0.34) 0.61 (0.39)

CAice 0.18–0.70 0.49 (0.33) 0.39 (0.25)

TC 248–265 261.5 6 2.7 260.4 6 2.0

TCH 222–242 237 226.9

TCM 259–266 262 265.7

TCL 278–282 279 281.7

TCliq 270–280 275 274.6

TCice 220–270 245 225.2

TAU 2.0–9.0a 4.0 6 0.3 4.6 6 0.4

TAUH — 2.7 3.4

TAUM — 4.4 5.4

TAUL — 4.2 4.6

TAUliq 2.5–9.0 4.4 5.1

TAUice 1.5–10.0 2.7 3.7

a The range is reduced to 2.0–6.5 excluding products that averaged values linearly.
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low cloud), but less ice cloud relative to ISCCP-D (because of

changed phase temperature criterion, see section 3c). The

variations of detection sensitivity and different measurement

methods lead to a monotonic relationship of overall average

cloud-top temperatures (TC) from coldest for the lidar to

warmest for the imagers, with the largest range of the results

for high-level clouds. The ISCCP-D and ISCCP-H values of

TC are in the upper end of the range; but, because of different

atmospheric datasets and methods of determining cloud-top

pressure (PC), the PC values tend to be in the lower range of

values, especially for lower level clouds. Average cloud op-

tical thicknesses (TAU) for the lidar and sounders are biased

low because of their saturation at values greater than about 3,

but the range of imager-based values is still large (the range is

reduced to 2–6.5 by excluding products that averaged values

linearly). The ISCCP-H TAU values for ice clouds are larger

than in ISCCP-D (because of corrected errors in the ISCCP-D

retrieval, see section 3c). The ISCCP cloud properties have

also been evaluated by using them to calculate top-of-

atmosphere and surface radiative fluxes, showing very good

agreement (Zhang et al. 2004; Raschke et al. 2016). See

Stubenrauch et al. (2012, 2013) for more detailed discussion

of these comparison results. More recent evaluations of

ISCCP-D are discussed in sections 3 and 4.

b. Assessment of record artifacts

The slow, long-term variation of global CA found in the

ISCCP results (cf. Fig. 5) required investigation of possible

causes related to inhomogeneities in the data record (cf. Fig. 1).

The most thorough investigation is reported in appendix 2 of

Stubenrauch et al. (2012) covering the possible effects of ra-

diance calibration changes (Stubenrauch et al. 2012, their ap-

pendix Fig. 2.2), changes of global coverage (their appendix

Fig. 2.3), the ratio of land-to-water sample populations (their

appendix Fig. 2.4), changes in the ratio of day-to-night sample

populations (their appendix Fig. 2.5), and the cloud effects of

changing satellite view angles (the effects of the gaseous at-

mosphere are incorporated in the cloud detection algorithm,

Rossow and Garder 1993a)—see below. None of these effects

is quantitatively large enough to explain all of the global

mean variations.

Evan et al. (2007) state in their abstract that ‘‘trends observed

in the ISCCPdata are satellite viewing geometry artifacts and are

not related to physical changes in the atmosphere.’’ However,

the changes in satellite view angle over time do not explain all of

the long-term ‘‘trend’’ of global monthly mean CA in the ISCCP

record as illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the average CA and

cosine satellite view-angle (MUE) anomaly records averaged

over the part of the globe with any view-angle changes at any

time (Fig. 2a) and over the part of the globe with no view-angle

changes in the whole record (Fig. 2b), each roughly half of the

total [see Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 in appendix 2 of Stubenrauch et al.

(2012) that explain how this division was done]. The portion of

the globe involved in a change at any particular time is typically

only 10%–20%, so the abrupt CA changes caused by MUE

changes from one month to the next do not appear in the full

record of CA. A similar pattern of variation of average cloud

amount is apparent in both regions, even in the regions with no

changes of satellite view angle. In other words, the MUE

changes distort the signal, making the peak value in 1987

larger by about 0.01, for instance, but do not cause all of the

signal. Note particularly, there are no significant or system-

atic view-angle changes after 1998.

We also note a recent comparison of ISCCP-H with three

other datasets, all based solely on AVHRR measurements,

where these other datasets all show an overall decreasing trend

in global mean cloud cover similar to, but smaller than ISCCP

(Karlsson and Devasthale 2018). Otherwise, these products

all show similar seasonal amplitude and phase except in the

polar regions, where there is no agreement (but see section 4b,

which compares ISCCP to CloudSat–CALIPSO in the polar

regions).

Rossow and Garder (1993b) proposed that the view-angle

effect was caused by the presence of high-level, optically

thin clouds, which are better detected by ISCCP at slant

view than nadir view and quantified the magnitude of this

effect. Rossow and Schiffer (1999) summarized the evidence

for the presence of such clouds from measurements by

SAGE and High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder

(HIRS). Subsequent observations by CALIOP (Naszaryan

et al. 2008) have confirmed the presence of this type of cloud

that is underreported by ISCCP (Stubenrauch et al. 2013). It can

be shown by using pairs of geostationary satellites viewing the

same locations at the same time with different view angles that

the magnitude of difference in cloud amount detected is pro-

portional to the difference in view angle and to the detected

amount of cirrus (Fig. 22 in Rossow 2017). The angle depen-

dence effect has not changed in ISCCP-H though recent work

investigates approaches to mitigate the effects by removing

optically thinner clouds (Knapp et al. 2021).

Another bias in ISCCP-D results, as mentioned above and

pointed out by Stubenrauch et al. (1999) and Marchand et al.

(2010), is a tendency for PC values for lower-level clouds to

be too small by ;50 hPa, even though the TC values are in

good agreement with other measurements (cf. Fig. 3.1.5 in

Stubenrauch et al. 2012). This bias is also present in ISCCP-H.

The cause is, in part, the atmospheric temperature profile

data used to convert TC to PC (cf. Stubenrauch et al. 1999);

both the earlier atmospheric dataset and the new one [neural

network HIRS (NNHIRS), see section 3d] appear to be

slightly too warm in the lower atmosphere by about 2 K, es-

pecially when low-level temperature inversions are present.

When the temperature profile exhibits a surface inversion,

the ISCCP procedure places cloud top at or above the max-

imum temperature level. In the comparison by Karlsson and

Devasthale (2018) it is notable that the ISCCP PC results agree

muchbetterwith these other datasets if no correction ismade for

IR radiation transmitted through the clouds from below. In the

case of highly broken cloudiness, where the optical thickness of

the clouds might be underestimated, this correction could be

overestimated; but this difference may also indicate differences

of cloud microphysics assumed in the retrievals.

There is also a small overall downward trend (about 15 hPa from

1983 to 2010) in the ISCCP results, stronger in D than H, but the

other (diurnally aliased) datasets in Karlsson and Devasthale

(2018) all showapositive trend.The ISCCPPC trendappears to be
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caused by a negative trend over three decades in the lower at-

mosphere temperature by about 1Kbelow the 800 hPa level in the

NNHIRS dataset (temperatures and humidities at other levels

appear generally stable over the record except for the earliest

decade). There is also a decrease in upper level temperatures in the

first 18 months of the NNHIRS record, but a decline in TCmeans

that PCdoes not changemuch; an increase inPC later in the record

(see section 4b) is not associated with any changes in NNHIRS air

temperatures. These temperature anomalies are associated with

relative humidity (RH) anomalies of 2%–5%and a small decrease

of midlevel clouds.

The new ozone product appears to have a larger global mean

value by about 5–10Dobson units in the first decade than in the

rest of the record.

One other artifact in ISCCP-Dwas a sudden increase of surface

temperatures by 1–2K (on average) in about 2000; this was re-

lated to a small bias in the IR calibration for the new AVHRR-3

(cf. Knapp 2008a), which has been corrected in ISCCP-H.

c. Assessment by usage

Another way to evaluate the quality of the ISCCP products

is by whether they provide useful research results, so we

FIG. 2. The effect of changing satellite view angles on the ISCCP-D long-term record of

global, monthly mean (deseasonalized) anomalies of cloud amount is shown by averaging the

cloud amount anomalies (solid line;%; right scale) and the anomalies ofMUE (dashed line;%;

left scale) over regions (a) with and (b) without view-angle changes at any time in the record.

These regions are held constant over the whole record. The number of map grid cells for each

type of region is indicated, however, the fractional area of the globe involved in a change at any

time is much smaller.
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summarize here for several topics the earliest and latest uses

along with some significant results.

The earliest study of diurnal cloud variations was by Fu et al.

(1990), who examined the variations of tropical deep convec-

tion; the latest study is by Worku et al. (2019), who examined

the diurnal variations of clouds and associated precipitation

over the tropical Maritime Continent. The earliest most gen-

eral (global) study of diurnal variations of high and low clouds

was by Cairns (1995) (see also section 4b).

The earliest study of tropical deep convection was by Fu

et al. (1990), who examined the association of convection with

SST and surface wind divergence, and the latest study is by

Jakob et al. (2019), who evaluate whether radiative–convective

equilibrium holds as a function of space–time scales. Notable

results were presented by Machado et al. (1998), who devel-

oped tracking of convective systems to study their life cycles,

by Rossow et al. (2005b), who extended the analysis of weather

states by Jakob and Tselioudis (2003) to the whole tropics over

the whole ISCCP record, emphasizing the occurrence of two

distinct kinds of deep convection, and by Tan et al. (2015),

who found that observed trends in tropical precipitation are

explained by trends in only one of the two kinds of deep

convection.

Clouds in extratropical cyclones were first looked at by

Tselioudis et al. (2000), who quantified the cloud properties

and their radiative effects as a function of storm strength, and

most recently by Polly and Rossow (2016), who detailed the

climatology of radiation and precipitation with storm types

defined by size and strength. Haynes et al. (2011) determined

the distinctive patterns of clouds within southern extratropical

cyclones, extending the results of Lau and Crane (1995).

The earliest examination of the seasonal cycle of cloud

properties was a global analysis by Rossow et al. (1993). Zhang

et al. (2005) conducted a multimodel evaluation against ob-

servations; the latest study (Karlsson and Devasthale 2018)

compared several satellite observations of seasonal cloud

variations (see also Stubenrauch et al. 2013).

A variety of phenomena in the tropics have been studied

using ISCCP products. Aspects of the Asian monsoon have

been examined ranging from Drake (1993) to Zhang et al.

(2020). Especially detailed studies over Darwin, Australia,

have been carried out in a series of papers, starting with a

regime diagnosis in Pope et al. (2009a,b). The effect of the

MJO on the diurnal variations of convection was studied by

Tian et al. (2006) using the variations of satellite IR radiance

features; a much more complete diagnostic study of MJO

events was performed by Tromeur and Rossow (2010), who

identified a characteristic switching of convective organi-

zation at the onset of the phenomenon. The latest study of

the MJO by Worku et al. (2020) extended the studies of

Tian et al. (2006) and Tan and Jakob (2013) to document

how the diurnal variation of deep convection over the Maritime

Continent interacts with MJO events. The initiation of African

easterly waves has been shown to be associated with the

same switching of convection organization by Mekonnen

and Rossow (2011, 2018). The earliest study of tropical

cloud variations in ENSO events was performed by Rossow

and Cairns (1995). Zhang et al. (2007) drew attention to the

differences of the pattern of poleward heat transport in dif-

ferent ENSO events (see section 4b).

Tselioudis et al. (2010) and Sun and Huang (2018) have

connected variations in tropical deep convection with decadal

changes in stratospheric water vapor. Tselioudis et al. (2016)

have identified trends in high clouds that suggest changes in the

latitudinal extent of the Hadley circulation.

The earliest diagnoses of cloud properties and radiative fluxes

at the TOA were by Darnell et al. (1992) and Hartmann et al.

(1992), the latter dividing the effects by cloud type. Gupta et al.

(1999) presented the early global results of the international

Surface Radiation Budget project (SRB) that uses ISCCP

products to calculate top-of-atmosphere and surface radiative

fluxes. Chen et al. (2000) extended the diagnosis of cloud-type

effects to both the TOA and surface fluxes. Zhang et al. (2004)

produced globally extensive estimates of radiative flux profiles;

these resultswere recently extended to ISCCP-H (called ISCCP-

FH, see Zhang_etal_flux-cal_at-isccp_v4_2021.pdf under ‘‘FH

Documentation and Publications’’ at https://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/

projects/flux.html). Oreopoulos and Rossow (2011) quantified

the analysis of TOA and surface fluxes by different cloud re-

gimes. Tselioudis et al. (2013) determined global cloud regimes

(weather states) and showed their association with cloud vertical

structures and the large-scale atmospheric circulation.

The earliest connection of cloud properties and precipita-

tion was by Lin and Rossow (1996). Jakob and Schumacher

(2008) quantified the separate contributions to tropical pre-

cipitation from the tower and anvil components. Luo et al.

(2017) combined TRMM, CloudSat, CALIPSO, and ISCCP to

document the vertical cloud and precipitation structures of

tropical convection.

3. D-to-H version changes

a. Radiance calibration and quality control procedures

Several assessments or comparisons of the ISCCP VIS ra-

diance calibration have been made since 1999 (see Rossow and

Ferrier 2015 for discussion and references). Particularly im-

portant were studies that calibrated all of the AVHRR in-

struments, solar bands (Heidinger et al. 2010), and infrared

(Cao and Heidinger 2002), anchored on the calibration of

MODIS (called the PATMOS-x calibration). Since the original

anchor for the ISCCP calibration wasNOAA-9 (aircraft-based

VIS for 1985–88) very far in the past, Rossow and Ferrier

(2015) adopted a compromise VIS calibration using both

NOAA-9 and NOAA-18 (MODIS-based for 2006–09) as an-

chors. NOAA-19 is currently the reference satellite. Inamdar

and Knapp (2015) conducted an independent normalization of

the geostationary satellite VIS calibrations to the AVHRRs

with the PATMOS-x AVHRR calibrations. Knapp (2008a)

showed by comparison to HIRS onboard the same satellites

that there is a discontinuity in the ISCCP IR calibration be-

tween AVHRR-3 and the earlier models. For ISCCP-H, the

updated solar spectrum dataset and instrument spectral re-

sponse functions, recommended by Molling et al. (2010), have

been used and a compromise VIS calibration developed by

Rossow and Ferrier (2015) adopted. A small correction to the
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IR calibration for NOAA-15 through NOAA-19 was also ap-

plied (Rossow 2017). For ISCCP-H processing, the normali-

zation procedure has been fully automated using statistics

derived directly from all collocated AVHRR and B1U data

themselves rather than samples as before. The final post-

processing inspections comparing geostationary results shows

that the precision of the calibration normalization and post-

processing procedures is limited to about 2% absolute for the

VIS and about 1.0K for the IR (see Rossow 2017 for more

details).

b. Cloud detection

The changes made to the ISCCP-D cloud detection proce-

dure for ISCCP-H are small refinements, with the exception of

changes in the polar regions, as follows: 1) The smaller spatial

sampling interval of the ISCCP-B1U radiance data is exploited

by performing the space-contrast tests (cf. Rossow and Garder

1993a) in smaller subdomains that divide land and water areas

within original test domains that were mixtures (about 15% of

the globe). 2) The surface type categories that set the test pa-

rameters used in the algorithm tests have been updated and

some changes in thresholds made. IR thresholds were de-

creased by 0.5K to 3.0K over coastal water, by 1.0K to 3.0K

near or over sea ice, and by 1.0K to 5.0K over rough or high

topography. VIS thresholds were decreased to 3.0% over

coastal water to be the same as openwater, to 4.0%over sea ice

and 4.5% near sea ice edges (the threshold change for sea ice

edges was actually an increase), to 5.0% over land, to 6.0%

over snow and 6.5% near snow edges, and to 7.5% over rough

or high topography. These very small changes are based on

evidence of cloud contamination of ‘‘clear’’ radiances in cer-

tain locations and the underdetection of cirrus documented in

the GEWEX Cloud Assessment (Stubenrauch et al. 2012). As

Table 1 shows, there are no significant changes in global mean

total or type cloud amounts; the most noticeable changes (but

still small) are in the polar regions.

Testing of the ISCCP-D cloud detection algorithm over

Arctic sea ice became possible with the availability of a year of

surface-based observations from the SHEBA experiment in

1998, especially measurements by a surface-based cloud lidar

(Intrieri et al. 2002) and measurements of surface and near-

surface atmospheric temperature profiles (see references in

Stramler et al. 2011). The SHEBA-based evaluation showed

that the ISCCP algorithm tended to miss some clouds in day-

time and to reverse the clear-cloudy distinction in nighttime.

When lower level clouds are present with near-surface tem-

perature inversions, the ISCCP-D values of TC are closer to

the surface temperature (in clear conditions) and the values of

surface temperature (TS) are closer to the actual cloud-top

temperatures (in cloudy conditions). Later comparisons with

CALIOP (Winker et al. 2009), with and without clouds with

TAU , 0.3, allowed evaluations over land and water at both

poles in all seasons. The GEWEX Assessment (Stubenrauch

et al. 2012) showed that, relative to the global annual mean, the

ISCCP and CALIOP cloud amounts agreed well: since the

CALIOP global annual mean cloud amount is about 0.1 larger

than the ISCCP value, this indicated that the ISCCP-D results

are still an underestimate (even in winter). Consequently the

ISCCP-H algorithmwas changed as follows: 1) the 3.7-mm tests

were eliminated because this channel is not available uniformly

over the whole record, especially for ‘‘daytime’’ conditions, 2)

the VIS thresholds over snow and ice were reduced and the IR

threshold over sea ice was reduced, and 3) the IR threshold

classification of pixels in wintertime (no VIS) was changed to

reflect the reversed brightness temperature contrast of some

clouds in near-surface temperature inversions. The latter is ac-

complished by changing the ‘‘marginally cloudy’’ category to

clear and ‘‘marginally clear’’ category to cloudy. The smaller

VIS and IR thresholds reduced the CA low bias in summer over

the Arctic by about 0.01–0.02, but only partially offset the’0.05

decrease in cloud amount over Antarctica in summer produced

by eliminating the 3.7-mm tests. Average wintertime Arctic and

Antarctic cloud amounts changed by ,0.01 (see further dis-

cussion of ISCCP-H polar cloud results in section 4b).

c. Retrieval models

The changes made to the radiative transfer calculations that

underlie the cloud and surface property retrievals and the re-

trieval procedure include four corrections of the ISCCP-D

retrievals, four significant improvements and seven relatively

minor refinements.

Three corrections of the ISCCP-D cloud retrievals affected

ice clouds. There were two flaws in the lookup tables used to

retrieve ice cloud optical thicknesses, one that produced a gap

in the distribution of values near values of 2 and one that re-

stricted values to less than about 50 for more extreme solar

illumination geometries, mostly at high latitudes. These flaws

have been removed causing, in part, the increase in ice cloud

TAU seen in Table 1. The other correction concerned the

placement of ice clouds that are so thin as to be detected only

by the IR tests. In this case, the VIS-based retrieval of op-

tical thickness gives a value too small to be consistent with

smallest atmospheric temperature at the tropopause. The

original intention was to place such clouds at the tropopause

and calculate a consistent optical thickness; however, in the

ISCCP-D code, these clouds were assigned a cloud-top tem-

perature 5K colder than the tropopause (cf. Fig. 3.1.9 in

Stubenrauch et al. 2012 showing a peak in tropical TC colder

than the lidar values, especially over land). In ISCCP-H these

clouds are now placed at the tropopause temperature/pressure,

consistent with the CALIOP results. A fourth correction affected

extremely large surface temperatures: the ISCCP-D retrieval code

incorrectly used the retrieved surface skin temperature to de-

termine the temperature-dependent water vapor IR absorption

in the lowest atmospheric layer instead of the surface air tem-

perature, which caused anoverestimate of TS especially at larger

satellite view angles; this has been corrected in ISCCP-H.

The four more significant changes are as follows: 1) added a

treatment of the effects of stratospheric and tropospheric

aerosol scattering/absorption that was previously neglected for

ISCCP-C and D; 2) added a treatment of cloud-top location

when near-surface temperature inversions are present (the

new ancillary data product has such inversions); 3) changed the

cloud-top temperature value used to identify ice phase clouds

from 260 to 253K based on POLDER-MODIS results (Riedi

et al. 2010; Coopman et al. 2020), which caused the decrease in
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the relative ice cloud amount and (in part) the ice cloud TC

seen in Table 1; and 4) updated the ice cloud scattering phase

function to an empirically based model from POLDER results

(Baran and Labonnote 2007), which reduces systematic angle-

dependent biases, and revised the IR/VIS optical thickness ratio.

The empirical ice scattering model does not explicitly assume

a particle size; however, based on the GEWEX Assessment

(Fig. 3.2.9 in Stubenrauch et al. 2012), ISCCP-H calculates ice

cloud water path (WP; g m22) using a specified ice particle ef-

fective radius of 20mm for clouds with TAU , 3.55 and 34mm

for clouds with TAU$ 3.55 (which gives an approximate global

mean value of 27mm, the GEWEX range is 23–32mm), instead

of 30mm used for all ice clouds in the ISCCP-D.

The seven minor refinements are (see Rossow 2017 for de-

tails) as follows: 1) replaced the ocean VIS reflectance model

with a more accurate version that has an explicit glint treat-

ment (Chowdhary et al. 1995); 2) replaced a single all-satellite

value of ozone absorption with more accurate, instrument-

specific absorption coefficients; 3) updated the solar ephemeris

to epoch 2000; 4) revised the specified liquid cloud droplet

effective radius from 10mm globally to 13mm over land and

15mm over ocean, based on the GEWEX Assessment results

(cf. Fig. 3.2.8 in Stubenrauch et al. 2012); 5) introduced an

explicit cloud layer thickness specification, based on observed

humidity layer thicknesses from radiosondes (Wang et al.

2000) and cloud layer thicknesses from CloudSat–CALIPSO

(Mace et al. 2009), including gas inside the cloud layer; 6)

added water vapor above the 300-hPa level in the atmospheric

ancillary data (which does not affect the cloud and surface

retrievals but is important for determining radiative fluxes);

and 7) improved surface temperature retrievals by accounting

for variations of surface IR emissivity by surface type (which

changes the result from a surface brightness temperature to a

physical temperature that is generally only a few degrees

larger, except over deserts).

d. Ancillary data

All ancillary products were replaced in ISCCP-H with more

up-to-date versions, in particular new atmospheric temperature–

humidity profiles (see appendix D in Rossow 2017 for details of

original data sources, references and preprocessing). The new

ancillary products are all in 18-equivalent equal area grids (un-

less otherwise noted) and include the following: 1) TOPO

provides a land–water mask and topographic height (mean and

standard deviation) at various grid intervals from 1 to 100 km; 2)

SURFACETYPE provides classification of the land surface by

vegetation type or glacier cover or open water or permanent ice

cover; 3) SNOWICE provides daily sea ice coverage, including

permanent ice shelves, and daily snow cover, including perma-

nent glaciers; 4) OZONE provides global daily total column

ozone abundances; 5) AEROSOL provides global monthly

stratospheric and tropospheric aerosol optical depth and tro-

pospheric fine fraction, based on MACv.1 (Kinne et al. 2013);

and 6)NNHIRSprovides global, 3-h profiles of temperature and

relative humidity up to the 10-hPa level with explicit treatment

of surface air temperature–humidity and near-surface temper-

ature inversions (Young et al. 2018 provide references for the

ancillary source data).

The NNHIRS product was compared to AIRS and ERA-

Interim (ERA-I) products globally and additionally to the

Analyzed RadioSoundings Archive, version 2 (ARSA from

LMD available at https://ara.lmd.polytechnique.fr/index.php?

page5arsa), radiosonde-based product over land. The near-

surface temperatures over land were adjusted by comparison

to the Integrated SurfaceData (ISD) surface-measurement-based

product (see Fig. D.1.1 in Rossow 2017); the near-surface

relative humidity over oceans was adjusted by comparison

to SeaFlux values (Clayson et al. 2012) (see Fig. D.1.2 in

Rossow 2017).

Over ocean the average differences between both AIRS and

ERA-I andNNHIRS atmospheric temperatures (TA) are from

about10.5 to11.5K, except below the 800-hPa level and near

the surface where they are from about20.5 to21.5K (positive

difference indicates colder NNHIRS values). The average

space–time correlations are 0.97–0.99. The differences at the

surface could be due to the difference between conventional

bulk SST values and the diurnally corrected surface skin tem-

peratures in the SeaFlux product (Clayson and Bogdanoff

2013). The AIRS temperatures are in better agreement with

NNHIRS in the polar regions than the ERA-I values. Both

AIRS and ERA-I are colder than NNHIRS by 1–3K near the

tropopause and in the stratosphere in the tropics and in the

winter polar regions.

Over land the NNHIRS values of TA are a little larger than

AIRS and ERA-I by 0.75–2K at upper levels and near the

surface and smaller at midlevels. The average space–time cor-

relations are a little lower, 0.90–0.99. Agreement among all the

datasets is slightly better in July than January. Over the summer

poles, AIRS and ERA-I are 3K warmer/cooler (south/north)

thanNNHIRS at the surface decreasing to about zero difference

at 100 hPa; over the winter poles AIRS, ERA-I, and ARSA are

4–5K warmer than NNHIRS near surface but 1–2K cooler

above the 400-hPa level. Compared to ISD the NNHIRS near-

surface values of TA are within 1–2K except they are colder by

about 3K in both polar regions in winter.

The specific humidity (QA) comparisonover oceans (not shown

because differences in g kg21 are small), the average differences

with AIRS and ERA-I are about210% (roughly21.0 gkg21) at

the surface and about 130% aloft. The average space–time cor-

relations range from0.93 to 0.99. These differences are of the same

order as the reporteduncertainties in all of the datasets.Relative to

NNHIRS at all latitudes in both seasons, AIRS and ERA-I grow

progressively wetter thanNNHIRS at lower levels, but are drier at

the surface, where NNHIRS agrees better with SeaFlux values

(because of the adjustment).

Over land the differences are similar to or a little larger than

over oceans. The average space–time correlations range from

0.80 to 0.95. Again, the AIRS and ERA-I, as well as ARSA,

profiles grow progressively wetter thanNNHIRS at lower levels.

At the surface AIRS and ERA-I values of QA are in better

agreement with ISD values, whereas NNHIRS values are drier

than ISD. See appendix D in Rossow (2017) for more details.

e. Changes to go operational

Some parts of the ISCCP-D code dated from 1982 when the

ISCCP processing was done on mainframe-style computers.
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For the transition to operational processing, the code was

thoroughly updated to remove system-specific code features

and to make it more modular for portability. The ISCCP-H

code has been successfully run on four different operating

systems. The other notable changes made to the processing

system were 1) addition of ancillary preprocessing programs; 2)

addition of extensive quality checking (QC) procedures for all

inputs, at intermediate processing stages and at the output of the

analysis; and 3) creation of diagnostic programs that can be used

to investigate possible problems (see Rossow and Bates 2019).

The cloud detection portion of the code has two important

alternate features. The code can be applied (with minimal

changes) to any version of the same satellite radiance image

data for any space–time sampling intervals smaller than the

original ISCCP-B3 data (30 km, 3 h); that is the cloud detec-

tion algorithm can be run at any finer resolution (the retrieval

step is performed for individual image pixels requiring no

changes). The cloud detection algorithm can also be config-

ured to run in near–real time by collecting statistics on a

sliding prior-30-day window rather than in a fixed month. The

operational version of the ISCCP analysis software is avail-

able to the public along with a complete operations guide for

setting up and running it online (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/

cdr/atmospheric/cloud-properties-isccp). The required inputs

are calibrated radiance images (single images cannot be an-

alyzed as the cloud detection algorithm requires onemonth of

statistics) and the ancillary products mentioned in section 3d

(the cloud detection portion can be run on uncalibrated im-

ages). See the C-ATBD and operations guide (appendix E)

for more details (Rossow 2017).

Table 2 shows the chronology of the participating data

centers for ISCCP. Currently, NCEI serves as the Global

Processing Center/Satellite Calibration Center (GPC/SCC)

and Sector Processing Center (SPC) for polar orbiters and

GOES satellites, EUMETSAT serves as the SPC for Meteosat

over Europe/Africa and the Indian Ocean, and JMA serves as

the SPC for the Himawari satellites.

4. ISCCP-H product description and some illustrative
results

a. Product description

Young et al. (2018) list all of the ISCCP-H products and their

equivalents in ISCCP-D for reference. All of the ISCCP-H

products, except HXS (the Level 2 product by satellite), are in

netCDF4.0 format. In ISCCP-D, some interpolation over time

(and a little over space) was applied to the monthly averaged

products to fill in missing results or correct for undersampling of

the diurnal cycle. In ISCCP-H, these procedures are applied to

the global 3-h HXG and HGG products (see details in C-ATBD

and user’s guide). In particular in the HGG product, grid-

average nighttime CA and TC/PC are adjusted based on day-

time differences of these quantities between VIS/IR and IR

retrievals and TAU/WP are interpolated over the nighttime

periods. In addition, the 18 daytime cloud-type amounts, but

not their properties, are interpolated over the nighttime. Since

the grid-averaged TC and TAUvalues are adjusted/interpolated

over the nighttime, but the cloud-type values are not, averaging

over the month (HGH, HGM) produces a difference between

the grid-averaged cloud properties and the weighted average of

the cloud-type properties, as noted in the caption to Table 1.

Because of the removal of near-coastal pixels, the FILL proce-

dures fail in 10 grid cells, mostly in theMaritime Continent area,

where there is a too fine a mixture of ocean and land (e.g., the

Philippines and also southern Chile).

b. Some new results

The differences among the versions of the ISCCP products

are generally small except for some specific features: land

cloud amounts increased from ISCCP-C to ISCCP-D, and their

vertical location shifted (Doutriaux-Boucher and Seze 1998)

because of reduced detection thresholds over land and the

introduction of an explicit treatment of ice clouds (Rossow and

Schiffer 1999). The differences between ISCCP-D and ISCCP-

H are also small (Table 1) except for a decrease of the ice–

TABLE 2. Chronology of ISCCP data collection and processing centers.

SPC for Europe/Africa sector ESA (1983–95) EUMETSAT (1995–current)

SPC for Indian Ocean sector IMDa (1986) EUMETSAT (1998–current)

SPC for Southeast Asia sector CMAb (2005–09)

SPC for East Asia sector JMA (1983–current)

SPC for east Pacific sector CSUc (1983–2008) NOAA (2008–current)

SPC for America sector UWSd (1983–84) MSC (1987–2008)

CSU (2008–11) INPEe (2008–10?)

NOAA (2011–current)

SPC for afternoon polar orbiter NOAA (1983–current)

SPC for morning polar orbiter NOAA (1983–2010) EUMETSAT (2010–current)

SCC MétéoFrance (1983–2009) NOAA (2016–current)

GPC NASA GISS (1983–2016) NOAA (2016–current)

ICAf NOAA (1983–current)

a Indian Meteorological Department.
b China Meteorological Administration.
c Colorado State University.
d University of Wisconsin.
e Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais.
f International Central Archive center.
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liquid cloud amount ratio, thin cirrus locations, polar region

cloud properties and a decrease of day–night contrasts as

discussed below. The larger-scale or larger-magnitude cloud

variation features are very similar (global and regional

seasonality of CA and PC are very similar to other products

shown by Karlsson and Devasthale 2018 except in the polar

regions): general-scale analyses remain valid (cf. a global

analysis by Rossow and Cairns 1995). The introduction of a

treatment of aerosol effects did not change the results much

(except for periods where volcanic aerosols are prevalent)

because the radiative effects of aerosols were included im-

plicitly in the ISCCP-D surface reflectivity. Rather than

show previous results using ISCCP-H, we summarized the

literature of cloud variation studies using ISCCP products in

section 2c.

The cloud amount frequency distribution in the higher-

spatial-resolution ISCCP-H is even more ‘‘U shaped’’ (more

zeros and ones) than for ISCCP-C and D (cf. Rossow et al.

1993) as expected because of the smaller map grid size; the

distribution now more closely resembles the distribution from

surface-based observations with somewhat more frequent 0.9–

1.0 cover than the surface observations, which miss some of the

thinner cirrus.

Overall (Table 1), the ISCCP-H cloud amounts differ from

ISCCP-D by less than 0.01, except for the south polar regions

where the summertime cloud amount overAntarctica is reduced

by about 0.05 by the removal of the 3.7-mm channel tests (see

discussion below). The average TC are about the same as in

ISCCP-D but the PC are generally lower by about 5–15 hPa, the

latter produced by the change in atmospheric temperature

profiles. Two notable changes are a decrease of TC for ice clouds

and high clouds (nearly all ice phase). Although the lowering of

the ice phase temperature threshold contributes, most of the

decrease in TC is produced by a smaller infrared-to-visible op-

tical thickness ratio in the revised retrieval model, which moves

the ice clouds upward (especially over higher-latitude land),

despite the downward displacement of the optically thinnest

clouds to the tropopause in the tropics and the overall increase

of visible optical thickness. The new results are closer to the

CALIOP and sounder results (Stubenrauch et al. 2012). In the

polar regions, wintertime TC values are warmer by 2–3K in

the H version because of the changed cloud detection logic and

the PC values are larger by about 30 hPa because of the atmo-

spheric temperature profile change. Summertime polar TC

values are colder in ISCCP-H by about 2K in the north and

about 6K in the south because of the removal of the 3.7-mm

channel tests, which decreases near-surface cloudiness (PC

values are lower by 30–50 hPa, respectively). Cloud optical

thickness is slightly increased (by about 5% relative), more over

land than water: a decrease in values accounting for aerosol ef-

fects (which also increases the surface reflectivity slightly) is

offset by the overall increase in ice cloud TAU values together

with a small increase of liquid cloud TAU values because of the

change in assumed droplet size. In the polar regions, TAU is

reduced by 10% both because of the aerosols treatment and

because of changed ice–liquid definition. Average TS are re-

duced by about 1K in the tropics by the changed IR calibration

and correction of the near-surfacewater vapor absorption, offset

by decreased surface emissivities over land, but increased in the

polar regions by about 1Kbecause of the changed IR calibration

and decreased surface emissivities. Surface reflectances (RS) are

about 1% higher on average because of the aerosol treatment.

ISCCP-H exhibits diurnal variations of CA and other cloud

properties that are very similar to ISCCP-D (Rossow and

Schiffer 1999, Figs. 4 and 11), including larger amplitudes over

land than over oceans and the well-knownCAphase difference

between land (afternoon peak) and ocean (morning peak).

Seasonally (Fig. 3), the summertime CA diurnal amplitudes

are larger than the wintertime amplitudes in midlatitudes but

smaller in the tropics (as expected). The diurnal behavior of

polar clouds (note scale change) is very different between the

north, where ocean is surrounded by land, and the south, where

land is surrounded by ocean. In the north, the clouds over land

show a summertime diurnal behavior similar to themidlatitude

land with very little variation over oceans and no variation at

all during wintertime. In the south there is little variation

in wintertime but during summertime both land and ocean

exhibit small diurnal variations but with opposite phases.

However, since the longitude coverage in the polar regions is

incomplete at each time of day (up to 20% missing near 608S
but as much as 10% over Antarctica), the apparent diurnal

variation is caused by the longitudinal rotation of the orbit

swaths interacting with longitudinal variations in cloud amount

(as shown byCloudSat–CALIPSO in Figs. 3 and 4 in Verlinden

et al. 2011). The diurnal variations of TAU values in the polar

regions (not shown) are much better behaved in the H version

than in the previous versions (cf. Fig. 4 in Rossow and Schiffer

1999), exhibiting smaller and better-behaved variations con-

sistent with variations at other latitudes. The only notable

change is the summertime cycle of TAU over Antarctica,

which exhibits a daytime minimum. The variations of TAU at

other latitudes are generally small (,1) but show a hint of solar

zenith effects on the retrieval.

Figure 4 shows the seasonal cycles of CA and PC for both

poles in two zones that roughly divide land from water. In the

north, the ISCCP results show smaller CA in spring (with

ocean lagging land by almost two months) and peak CA in

autumn–winter; winter CA is roughly similar over ocean and

land. CloudSat–CALIPSO results show a similar seasonal

cycle (systematically more CA as expected) but with somewhat

smaller CA in winter than autumn (see Fig. 1 in Liu et al. 2012).

That the ISCCP CA is larger over land than ocean in summer-

timemay partially explain the difference noted in earlier studies

with surface observations, which aremostly land based. Average

PC is smaller in winter and early spring with only small land–

water contrast, consistent with CloudSat–CALIPSO results that

show a significant summer–autumn increase of low clouds rela-

tive to higher clouds (see Fig. 13 in Liu et al. 2012). In the south

the ocean CA does not vary much seasonally but exhibits a

strong variation over Antarctica, smaller in summer and

larger in winter. The large land–water contrast and strong

seasonality in the southern cloud amounts is confirmed by

CloudSat–CALIPSO (see Fig. 8 in Bromwich et al. 2012),

although the summertime CA reduction caused by the re-

moval of the 3.7-mm tests may have produced an underesti-

mate in ISCCP-H. The average PC is a little larger over ocean
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in austral summer and smaller in winter but much smaller

over the elevated land with a larger seasonal variation

(maximum in summer and minimum in winter–autumn),

consistent with CloudSat–CALIPSO results (see Fig. 9 in

Bromwich et al. 2012). The strong minimum of PC in winter–

spring over land suggests that the ISCCP analysis is (partially)

detecting the polar stratospheric clouds (see Fig. 9 in Bromwich

et al. 2012); if this so, the thinner ones are likely placed at too low

in altitude. Figure 3.1.9 in Stubenrauch et al. (2012) shows

that the distribution of ISCCP-D TC peaks at larger values

(by about 10–15K) than indicated by CALIOP, so the

slightly lower ISCCP-H values are a small improvement.

However, the change of atmospheric temperature profiles

used to convert TC to PC produced somewhat larger PC

values in winter and smaller values in summer relative to

ISCCP-D (by about 30–50 hPa).

The current ISCCP-H record (1983–2018) of monthly

anomalies of the global mean cloud properties is shown in

Fig. 5 (see Fig. 4 in Young et al. 2018 for a comparison of

global mean cloud amounts from ISCCP-D and ISCCP-H for

1983–2009). CA has resumed decreasing after 2011 so that the

overall decline in global mean CA is 0.05 from 1987 to 2018

(likely reduced to 0.04 accounting for view-angle effects in

the early part of the record, see section 2b); the standard

deviation is larger than in ISCCP-D because of the continued

downward trend. PC and TC in ISCCP-H are relatively

FIG. 3. Average diurnal variations of cloud amount (%) as deviations from daily average in six latitude zones for

(left) ocean and (right) land areas, where solid lines are for June–August (JJA) and symbols are for December–

February (DJF).
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constant until 2006 (except for the anomaly in the early 1990s

produced by the Mount Pinatubo eruption aerosol, which was

not much changed by the correction for stratospheric aerosols,

see Luo et al. 2002), when they decrease by about 15 hPa/2K in

2006–10, after which they increase by 20 hPa/3K to 2012 and

remain constant. The small reduction in the ISCCP-H values

in the 1980s may be related to anomalously large humidity

values in the NNHIRS product during this period, but TC

values offset changes in atmospheric temperature so that PC

remains nearly the same. The change of PC later in the record

is entirely due to changes in TC, not atmospheric tempera-

ture. Optical thickness values are roughly constant, though

variable, until about 1998 (with slightly increased values rel-

ative to ISCCP-D during the Pinatubo because of the aerosol

correction in ISCCP-H), then they increase by about 0.5 until

2006, continue increasing by a similar amount from 2006 to 2012

after a small decrease, and then remain constant. The reduced

values after 2006 until 2009, compared to the ISCCP-D, oc-

curred because of a correction to theNOAA-18VIS calibration

and replacement by NOAA-19 after 2012. Over the whole re-

cord TAU has increased by about 0.5, which may radiatively

offset the overall CA decrease: this appears to be the case for

the long-term variation of the global-mean solar flux at the top-of-

atmosphere, based on ISCCP-FH products (see Zhang_etal_

flux-cal_at-isccp_v4_2021.pdf under ‘‘FH Documentation and

Publications’’ at https://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/projects/flux.html);

however, the global-mean terrestrial flux has increased by

1–2Wm22 (Y.-C. Zhang 2021, personal communication).

Loeb et al. (2018) show a small decrease of shortwave flux

from around 2012 (also shown in ISCCP-FH, Y.-C. Zhang

2021, personal communication).

The cloud property changes shown in Fig. 5 were investi-

gated to determine which cloud types are contributing to the

long-term variation (see Rossow and Schiffer 1999 andRossow

2017 for definition of types in ISCCP). In terms of their

amounts, the dominant cloud types are low [liquid cumulus

(Cu) and stratocumulus (Sc)], middle [liquid altocumulus (Ac)

and altostratus (As)], and high [ice cirrus (Ci) and cirrostratus

(Cs)]. The total CA decrease by 0.05 is accounted for almost

entirely by decreases in Cu by 0.02–0.03 (offset by an increase

in Sc by 0.01) andAc by 0.02 with some decrease of Ci by about

0.01. All other cloud-type amounts are constant over the re-

cord. The changes in PC/TC and TAU are consistent with these

cloud-type changes. Although total CA is not sensitive to

changes in radiance calibration, the cloud-type properties are.

The changes discussed above cannot be due to a change of VIS

calibration because decreases in Cu/Ac/Ci would be associated

with corresponding increases in stratus, nimbostratus, and cu-

mulonimbus (St/Ns/Cb). The changes cannot be due to a

change of IR calibration because a decrease in Cu would be

associated with an increase of Ci (as well as a decrease in St and

increase in Cb), which is not observed.

To highlight the value of a lengthening record of cloud

variations, we show as an example the differences in the

pattern of variations of tropical high-level cloud amount

among the different types of ENSO events (see Kao and Yu

2009 for a good overview). Figure 6 shows aHovmöller plot of
the high cloud amount anomalies over the whole ISCCP re-

cord with respect to monthly mean values averaged over6158
latitude at each longitude (with an ENSO index). Values

shown are 12-month sliding averages, which shifts the timing

somewhat. (The vertical band near 608E longitude is caused

FIG. 4. Average seasonal variations of (left) cloud amount (%) and (right) cloud-top pressure (hPa) as deviations

from the annual average in two zones at each pole [(top) north; (bottom) south]:6608–708 (dashed line) and6708–
908 (solid line).
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by the lack of geostationary satellite coverage in this sector

before 1998.) The ‘‘classic’’ pattern of coincident increases in

high cloud amount over the central and eastern Pacific and

decreases in the western Pacific during El Niño events are

readily seen, especially for the stronger index events in 1985–

87, 1997–99, and 2015–17; these variations are followed by

reversed anomalies in La Niña events in 1987–90, 1999–2001,

and 2017–18. There are two weaker El Niño events in 2003

and 2010 and an unusually extended duration event from 1990

to 1995. That the positive and negative disturbances usually

propagate from the eastern Indian Ocean–western Pacific

area into the central and eastern Pacific is also apparent; the

exceptions being the early 1990s event, where the negative La

Niña anomaly does not move into the central-eastern Pacific,

and the 1997–99 El Niño, where the positive anomaly ap-

pears in the central-eastern Pacific with an unusually strong

negative anomaly in the western Pacific (there is just a hint

of propagation of the positive anomaly). There are also

some occasions (2005–10) where a positive anomaly appears

in the western Pacific but does not move beyond the date

line; in fact, during this period the positive anomaly appears

to move back and forth west of the date line associated

with a persistent La Niña index. There is also a suggestion of

more frequent high cloud intrusions into the central Pacific

and decreases over the Maritime Continent after about

2006–07. Low cloud westward intrusions into the Maritime

Continent area also appear more frequent during this time

(not shown). Yu and Kao (2007) noted the occurrence of two

kinds of El Niño event, one with elevated temperatures in

the central Pacific (CP) and one with elevated temperatures

in the east Pacific (EP). Figure 6 does not show any no-

ticeable differences of the high cloud anomalies, but Yu and

Kim (2010) note an increased frequency of CP events in

the 2000s.

Of all the events in the ISCCP record, only one, 1997–98

[and possibly the event in 2017–18, judging from the cloud

variations, but see Paek and Qian (2017)], has been identified

(Kao and Yu 2009) as the more usual EP type event; all the

others are CP. The latter type has also been divided into three

types depending on the way that the warm SST anomaly decays

(Yu and Kim 2010): the early 1990s event is a CP with pro-

longed decay and following EP warming, the 1987–88 event is

CP with abrupt decay and following EP cooling, the 1994–95

(end of an extended cloud anomaly) and early 2000s events

decay symmetrically with the EP warming. The high cloud

amount anomalies shown in Fig. 6 also appear to be consistent

with this characterization. That the cloud variation pattern

is also different for these different SST anomaly patterns

FIG. 5. Anomalies of monthly (deseasonalized) global averages of cloud amount (%), cloud-top

pressure (hPa), cloud-top temperature (K), and cloud optical thickness over the whole ISCCP-H

record with the mean and the standard deviations with and without seasonal variations shown.
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indicates associated differences in the atmospheric circulation

(e.g., Kao and Yu 2009; Gushchina and DeWitte 2012; Chen

et al. 2015). More detailed analysis of all the cloud property

changes and consequent radiation and precipitation anomalies

in atmosphere–ocean energy and water exchanges (like that of

Stephens et al. 2018) is warranted.

Investigating the causes of the cloud variations shown in

Figs. 5 and 6 (aside from continuing to examine effects of

changing satellite characteristics) is still limited by the length of

the record, which, despite being 35 years long, is short com-

pared to the PDO andAMO SST variations. In fact, during the

entire ISCCP record the PDO has been in its warm phase ex-

cept for two brief periods 1998–2002 and 2008–12, whereas

the AMO has changed from cold to warm phase around 1993

(e.g., Yu et al. 2015). Nevertheless, a detailed diagnosis of the

atmosphere–ocean energy exchanges and associated changes

in their circulations over this whole periodwould be very useful

in understanding the coupling processes of the climate system

(e.g., Zhang et al. 2007).

c. Preliminary uncertainty assessment

The quality results included in ISCCP-H products provide

more complete information about the uncertainty in the cloud

and surface properties than in ISCCP-D. Two sources of un-

certainty are related to the uncertainties in the radiance cali-

brations (now estimated to be 3% and 1.5K for VIS and IR,

respectively) and to the specific radiative model assumptions

used for the cloud and surface retrievals. The former uncertainty

translates into uncertainty in the cloud types of about 5% rela-

tive to their average amounts (see Fig. 21 in Rossow 2017). The

latter effects have not changed the total uncertainty much from

ISCCP-D except that the small refinements described may have

reduced the bias part of the overall uncertainty.

Instantaneous random retrieval uncertainties are estimated

as follows: CA (60.03), TC (62K in the lower atmosphere,

64K in the upper atmosphere), PC (650 hPa in the lower

atmosphere, 6100 hPa in the upper atmosphere), TAU

(610%), RS (65%), and TS (62K).

The largest effect on the retrieved results, which can be

systematic, is produced by erroneous (false or missed) cloud

detections (see discussion in Rossow et al. 1993). This source of

uncertainty in all retrieved properties is now reported in each

map grid cell every 3 h in terms of the average properties of the

clouds that are just barely (marginally) detected by either the

VIS or IR or combined radiance tests. On a global monthly

average, the ‘‘marginal’’ cloud amount is about 0.1 for an av-

erage IR threshold of about 3K and VIS threshold of 4%.

These average values can be used to estimate the magnitude of

the changes in the retrieved quantities that would be produced

by small changes in the detection threshold, equivalent to the

first derivative of the retrieved properties with cloud amount.

As discussed in Stubenrauch et al. (2013), different satellite

sensors have different cloud detection sensitivities. Based on

comparison to the CALIOP observations, the ISCCP cloud

detection misses globally about 0.05 of clouds that have TAU

values less than about 0.3 and are preferentially located near

the tropopause. Some of these clouds are detected only by the

IR tests. This bias in total CA implies a high bias in TAU and

TC of about 10% and 2K, respectively. Note that the CA bias

nearly offsets the TAU and TC biases in calculations of radi-

ative fluxes (cf. Zhang et al. 1995).

Finally, as the ISCCP retrieval treats each cloud as a single

layer, the occurrence of an optically thin cloud overlying lower-

level clouds causes the retrieved cloud top in some cases to be

biased to larger pressures/temperatures (Jin and Rossow

1997), producing an underestimate of the amount of high cloud

and an overestimate of midlevel cloud by about 0.10 (com-

pared to CALIOP results; Stubenrauch et al. 2012, 2013).

Because of the difficult observing conditions and small contrast

between cloud and clear conditions in the polar regions, the

uncertainties of cloud amount and properties in the polar re-

gions are larger than discussed above [e.g., look at the range of

FIG. 6. Hovmöller diagram of time–longitude variations of

tropical (averaged over 6158 latitude) monthly mean high

cloud amounts as percent deviations from the record average

(deseasonalized) at each longitude (green is positive, brown is

negative). The ENSO index shown in the bar on the right,

where red indicates El Niño and blue indicates La Niña, is
based on data from https://origin.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/

analysis_monitoring/ensostuff/detrend.nino34.ascii.txt on the

NOAA CPC site: https://origin.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/

analysis_monitoring/ensostuff/ONI_v5.php.
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results from different products in Stubenrauch et al. (2012), Liu

et al. (2012), Bromwich et al. (2012), and Karlsson and

Devasthale (2018)].

5. Conclusions

The ISCCP project is now fully operational: the reduced-

resolution radiance images (ISCCP-B1) are sent by the

weather satellite operators (currently EUMETSAT, JMA,

NOAA) to NCEI. NCEI also collects the operational ver-

sions of the ancillary data products (ozone, snow cover, sea ice

cover, HIRS atmospheric temperature–humidity profiles). All of

these data are processed to produce the ISCCP-H products,

currently available from July 1983 through December 2018. A

major change now being worked on is to adapt the data from the

Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) instrument

onNOAA-20, which has a very different structure fromAVHRR,

for use in the ISCCP processing. The result will be the VIIRS

GlobalAreaCoverage (VGAC), a coarse resolution thatmatches

AVHRR for consistency and can be used by other satellite

climate records. Additionally, efforts are ongoing to acquire

some older missing imaging data, especially in the early 1980s,

to further improve the uniformity of radiance calibrations

across the whole record, and make some improvements in the

uniformity of the ancillary data products. Once these efforts

are completed, the whole record will be reprocessed to produce

an even cleaner version and then extended beyond 2018. In the

future ISCCP-H will be extended with a lag of 6–18 months,

depending on whether or not the reference calibration satellite

(afternoon polar) orbiter has changed. NCEI is also working

toward development of an interim Climate Data Record

(iCDR) to allow more routine production of provisional (with

initial calibration) ISCCP-H data.

Regardless of whether the quality and uniformity of the

ISCCP products are sufficient for monitoring long-term

trends in global cloud properties associated with global

warming, the quality is sufficient for examining cloud varia-

tions on weather scales to interannual time scales (as shown

by the uses to date), so extending the record length serves to

provide more examples of the faster variations, such as MJO

and ENSO, and begins to provide information about slower

variability modes, such as PDO and AMO. Use of ISCCP

products to calculate cloud radiative effects is of sufficient

quality (Zhang et al. 2004) to study cloud–radiative feedbacks

on these interannual variation modes.

An equally important purpose for maintaining the long,

uniform ISCCP record is to allow studies to be made with

composites of the many other cloud, precipitation, and at-

mosphere datasets that have collected over the past nearly

40 years from field campaigns and experimental satellite

measurements. Although these can provide more detailed

information about cloud properties, they generally cover

limited time periods and/or spatial domains, often without

sufficient time resolution for process studies. However, using

the global, 3-h background information provided by the

ISCCP products allows for conditional sorting of all of this

information (context setting), together with reanalyses, by

prevailing cloud and atmospheric conditions. This approach

provides context for each experiment that may allow their

results to be compared. Some examples of this type of analysis

can be found in Oreopoulos and Rossow (2011) for cloud–

radiative effects, Rossow et al. (2013) for precipitation,

Tselioudis et al. (2013) for cloud vertical structure and at-

mospheric circulation and Rossow et al. (2016) for diabatic

heating of atmosphere (see also the references to other

studies in these papers). Tselioudis et al. (2021) use this re-

gime approach to evaluate climate model cloudiness. Many

more such studies are possible for cloud-related processes.

To facilitate these developments, the ISCCP processing

code (along with an operations guide) is now publicly avail-

able. A user’s guide to the data products is also available that

provides a shorter summary of the detailed documentation in

the C-ATBD (Rossow 2017).
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